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Abstract 
This work examines the performance ofexplicit, adaptive, Runge-Kutta based algorithms for solving delay differential 
equations. The results of Hall (1985) for ordinary differential equation (ODE) solvers are extended by adding a constant- 
delay term to the test equation. It is shown that by regarding an algorithm as a discrete nonlinear map, fixed points or 
equilibrium states can be identified and their stability can be determined numerically. Specific results are derived for a low 
order Runge-Kutta pair coupled with either a linear or cubic interpolant. The qualitative performance is shown to 
depend upon the interpolation process, in addition to the ODE formula and the error control mechanism. Furthermore, 
and in contrast o the case for standard ODEs, it is found that the parameters in the test equation also influence the 
behaviour. This phenomenon has important implications for the design of robust algorithms. The choice of error 
tolerance, however, is shown not to affect he stability of the equilibrium states. Numerical tests are used to illustrate the 
analysis. Finally, a general result is given which guarantees the existence of equilibrium states for a large class of 
algorithms. 
Keywords: Runge-Kutta method; Error control; Fixed point; Delay 
1. Introduction 
Using a standard ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver as the basis of a delay differential 
equation (DDE) algorithm is, conceptually, a straightforward matter. It is known, however, that 
great care must be taken in order to preserve desirable convergence and stability properties ( ee, for 
example, 1-8, 11]). In this work we examine xplict Runge-Kutta (RK) formulae when adapted to 
solve a DDE test equation. A key feature of our analysis is that it takes account of the whole 
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algorithm - -  the ODE formula, the interpolation process and the error control strategy. Our 
results enable us to make detailed predictions about the performance of the algorithm. The work is 
based on the equilibrium theory that Hall I-5] developed to analyse ODE solvers. We outline below 
our basic notation and definitions. 
Given an initial value ODE 
y'(t) =f( t ,  y(t)), y(O) = Yo, (1.1) 
an s-stage xplicit RK formula advances the approximation y, ~ y (t,) to y, + 1 ~ Y (t, + ~) according 
to 
kl =f ( t . ,  y.), 
i-1 ) 
ki = f t. + cihn, y. + h. ~" aijkj , 2 <. i <. s, 
j=l 
Y.+I = Y. + h. ~ biki. (1.2) 
i=1 
Here, h. is the current stepsize and the coefficients {aij, bi, ci} define a particular formula. The 
stepsize h. is usually varied from step to step, in order to control some estimate of the error. 
Typically, the error estimate has the form 
est.+l = Ilerr.+lH, whereerr .+l  = h. ~ eiki. (1.3) 
i=1 
The quantity err,+~ may be an estimate of the local error in y,+l ,  or, in the case of local 
extrapolation, of the local error in some other approximation. The form (1.3) also covers defect 
control [1]. The result (1.2) is accepted if est, + 1 ~< TOL, where TO L is a user-supplied tolerance. If
est,+~ > TOL, then the procedure is repeated with a smaller stepsize. An asymptotically-based 
formula for choosing the next stepsize is 
hnew (OTOL) 1/q = h,. (1.4) 
est. + 1 
Here, q is the largest integer such that est,+ 1 = O(hq), and 0- I/q hnew is the optimal stepsize in the 
sense that, asymptotically, it is the largest stepsize with which the next attempted step will be 
accepted. The constant safety factor 0 ~ (0, 1) is included to reduce the possibility of a step rejection. 
Formula (1.4) can be used after acceptance or rejection. Other alternatives, uch as simply halving 
the stepsize, are sometimes used following a rejected step. In our analysis and testing we assume 
that (1.4) always determines the next stepsize; however, the qualitative predictions that we make do 
not depend upon the precise details of the step rejection process. 
The algorithm above simplifies considerably when (1.1) is taken to be the standard, scalar, linear 
test equation 
y'(t) = 2y(t), ,~ ~ R, 2 < O, y(O) = Yo. (1.5) 
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In this case one successful step of the algorithm may be written (see, for example, [5]) 
Y.+I = S(h .2 )y . ,  h.+x = iE (h .2)y . i  h., (1.6) 
where S is the well-known stability polynomial of the RK formula, and E is the error polynomial. 
We may convert (1.1) into a DDE by allowing the right-hand side to depend upon the solution at 
some time t - z, where z is a fixed positive constant; that is, 
y'(t) = F(t,  y(t), y(t  - z)), y(t) = to(t) for t e [ --z, 0]. (1.7) 
A standard approach for solving (1.7) is to apply an ODE solver to a problem of the form 
y'(t) = F(t,  y(t), q(t - z)), y(O) = to(O). 
For t ~ [ - z, 0], we can take q(t) = to(t), and for t > 0, q(t) is found by interpolating previously 
computed ata. In this work we concentrate on two widely-used interpolants. Suppose that the 
point t lies in the interval [ t , _ ' ,  t ._"  + 1 ) with t = t ._ , ,  + 0.h ,_ ' ,  so that 0 ~< 0. < 1, and suppose 
approximations Yn-m ~ y(tn-m), Y . -m+l  ~ y(tn-m+l), fn - "  ~ Y'(tn-m) and fn-m+l ~ Y' ( t . -~+l )  
are available. Then the l inear Laoranoe interpolant is defined by interpolating {y ._ ' ,  y._.,+~}: 
q(t) = (1 - 0.)Yn-m + try,_.,+ 1. (1.8) 
The cubic Hermite  interpolant is defined by interpolating {y,_ . , ,  f . _ . , ,  y ._ . ,+ 1, f , -m+l}: 
q (t) = dl (a )y . _ "  + d2 (0.)y.-  m + 1 + h ,_ 'e l  (a ) f . _  m + h._ m e2 (0.)f . -  m + 1, (1.9) 
where 
d i (0 . ) :=  20 -3 - 30.1 + 1, d2(a):= -- 20 .3 4- 3a z, 
el (0.):= 0 .3 - -  2tr 2 + a, e2 (0.):= o -3 - 0.2. 
We mention that under certain circumstances, suitable approximations { y._,. + 1 , f . - "  + 1 } may not 
be readily available - -  this issue is addressed later. 
A DDE analogue of (1.5) is the test equation 
y'(t)  = 2y(t) + #y(t  -- r), y(t) = to(t) for t e [ -- z, 0], (1.1o) 
where 2,/~ e •, r > 0 and t0(t) is presumed to be continuous. A great deal of research as been done 
on the long term behaviour of constant stepsize methods applied to (1.10); see, for example, [12] 
and the references therein. Typically, assumptions are made about the parameters {2,/~, z} to 
ensure that y(t)  ---, 0 as t ---, ~ ,  and the question addressed is: what restriction (if any) must be 
placed on the stepsize to ensure that y. ~ 0 as n ---} ~ ? In particular, delay- independent s ability is 
often considered. It is known (see, for example, [16]) that 2 ~< - I~1 and 2 < - It~l are necessary 
and sufficient, respectively, to guarantee that y(t) ~ 0 as t ---} ~ for all choices of z. It is, therefore, 
natural to ask whether y. ~ 0 as n ~ oo for all choices of z, and important results in this area have 
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been derived in [16, 12]. We also point out that these references allow 2 and/~ in (1.10) to be 
complex. Our work has a different emphasis. Here, we take a particular problem of the form 
(1.10) and seek to determine how a modern, adaptive algorithm is likely to behave. We will 
asume that 2 < -[/~l, so that y(t)~0 is guaranteed. We mention that Baker and Paul [14] 
recently considered a related issue concerning the behaviour of fixed stepsize algorithms 
on (1.10). 
It is worth noting that DDEs generally have solutions with low order derivative discontinuities. 
These are propagated forward in time, eventually becoming of sufficiently high order that they can 
be ignored. Hence, efficient handling of discontinuities i  an important issue at the start of an 
integration. We do not discuss this aspect further, however, since we are concerned with the long 
term behaviour of adaptive algorithms. 
In the next section, we review the equilibrium theory of Hall, as applied to (1.5). The following 
three sections extend this approach to the DDE (1.10), each section dealing with a different 
algorithm. We find conditions under which equilibrium states exist and then investigate numer- 
ically how the stability of an equilibrium state depends on the test equation parameters. In each 
case we are able to prove that the stability is independent of the error tolerance, TOL. Numerical 
results are presented to illustrate the applicability of the theory. The final section summarises the 
key differences that arise on moving from the ODE (1.5) to the DDE (1.10). We also give a general 
result that guarantees the existence of an equilibrium state for a large class of algorithms. 
2. Equilibrium theory for ODEs 
Ignoring step rejections, the adaptive RK recurrence (1.6) may be regarded as a discrete 
nonlinear iteration of the form 
I Y,+I] = G ( [Y~I )  (2.1) h,+x_l 
Hall [5] identified a fixed point, or equilibrium state, of this iteration. To define this state, first we let 
hL be the stepsize that corresponds to the absolute stability boundary; that is, hL is the smallest 
(positive) stepsize such that IS(hL2)I = 1. Now let YL satisfy IE(hL2)YLI = 0TOL. Then it follows 
from (1.6) that with y. = YL and h, = hL, 
0TOL ~l/q 
ly.+ll--IS(hL2)YLI = lYLI = lY, I and h.+a = IE(h.2)YLIJ hL = h.. 
Hence, we see that [Y,I and h. remain constant. If S(hL 2) = 1, then y, is constant and we have 
a period one fixed point of(2.1). Otherwise, S(hL2) = -- 1 so that y. oscillates in sign, giving a fixed 
point of (2.1) with period two. 
Note that the fixed point identified by Hall is a reasonable solution to the ODE - -  it uses the 
largest stable stepsize and it produces a global error that is O(TOL). Hall argued that the fixed 
point may arise in practice if it is stable with respect o small perturbations. This stability is 
governed by the Jacobian, G'. For S(hL2) = 1, first order stability of the period one fixed point is 
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equivalent to 
where p(.) denotes the spectral radius, and for S(hL2) = - 1, first order stability of the period two 
fixed point is equivalent to 
hE hE < 1. (2.3) 
Hall showed that conditions (2.2) and (2.3) can both be reduced to 
q E(hE2) q < 1. (2.4) 
12 hL 2S' (hL 2) 1 
S(hL2) 
The key )oint about (2.4) is that the condition is independent of 2; it depends only on the RK 
algorithm. (Specifying a particular RK formula automatically determines the point hE2 on the 
absolute stability boundary.) Hence, a single algebraic ondition involving the RK and error 
control coefficients governs the stability of the fixed point on all problems of the form (1.5). 
Results in [5] showed that some algorithms atisfy (2.4) while others do not. When (2.4) holds, 
the stepsize approaches the value hE and remains virtually constant at that level with no step 
rejections occurring. The numerical solution Yn also settles into a corresponding period one or two 
state. On the other hand, if (2.4) does not hold then the stepsize is seen to oscillate above and below 
hE. Steps are frequently rejected when stepsizes above the hE level are chosen. The numerical 
solution follows a similar nonsmooth pattern. Such behaviour isundesirable for two reasons. First, 
the step rejections (typically one in every three steps) represent wasted computation. Second, the 
global error in the numerical solution, while remaining about he size of TOL, varies erratically and 
can differ by factors of more than ~ from step to step. 
The analysis above has been extended to the problem y'(t) -- Ay(t) where A is a constant matrix. 
The scalar 2 must now be interpreted as a dominant eigenvalue of A, that is, an eigenvalue for 
which the condition I S(h2)l < 1 is most restrictive on h. When 2 is complex, the analysis only covers 
the case where A is normal and the Euclidean orm is used in (1.3) [6, 7]. We also mention that 
Higham and Trefethen [10] argue that when A is highly nonnormal, predictions based on 
eigenvalues are likely to be invalid. 
The main purpose of this work is to extend Hall's analysis to the test equation (1.10). In 
particular, we wish to demonstrate hat a DDE algorithm does not automatically inherit the 
characteristics of the underlying ODE solver. The choice of interpolant and the values of the 
parameters in the test equation also play important roles. 
3. Improved Euler method with linear Lagrange interpolation 
The ODE formulae that we analyse here are Euler's method and the Improved Euler method. 
When applied to (1.1) these formulae can be regarded as a two-stage mbedded RK pair of orders 
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1 and 2: 
k, =f  (tn, y,), (3.1) 
k2 =f ( t ,  + h., y. + h.kl) ,  (3.2) 
E (3.3) Yn+ l = Y, + h, k l ,  
IE Y,+I = Y, + 0.5h.(kl + k2). (3.4) 
In this section, we consider the case where y]E 1 is used for the numerical approximation y.+ 1, with 
E IE 
est,+l = IlY,+I - 1 y,+ II, so that q = 2 in (1.4). We suppose that the linear Lagrange interpolant 
(1.8) is used for q(t). 
The ODE stability polynomial for the Improved Euler formula is S(z) = 1 + z + z2/2, and hence 
the largest stable stepsize for (1.5) is given by hL = -- 2/L Since S( - 2) = + 1, the corresponding 
equilibrium state is a period one fixed point. Hence, it is reasonable to look for an analogous period 
one fixed point for the DDE algorithm on (1.10). Our approach is, therefore, to seek a constant 
solution of the recurrence with, say, h. - hD and y, -= Yt,. (Equivalently, we are asking for the 
characteristic polynomial to have a root equal to + 1.) To proceed with the analysis, we must be 
precise about the ratio of the delay to the stepsize, since this determines the step number of the 
recurrence. Let the integer m and the real number a e [0, 1) be defined by 
(m - 1)hD < r <~ mhD, z -t- ahD = mhD. (3.5) 
Hence, when a constant stepsize of ho is used, t. -- r lies in the interval [t,-m, t , - .+  1) and the 
numerical method applied to (1.10) produces an (m + 1)-step recurrence. We consider first the case 
m = 1 (that is, 0 < z ~< hD). This is actually a special case. The value q(t. + hD -- z) required for 
k2 in (3.2) is not available at the start of the stage since the interpolant needs the data y.+ 1. To keep 
the method explicit, we will therefore assume that q(t) in (1.8) uses the Euler approximation 
y, + h.k l ,  rather than Y,+x, in this case. 
Under these assumptions, the interpolated value q(t. - z) becomes (1 - a)yD + ayD = Yt, and 
hence, in (3.1), 
kl = (2 -k- ~t)yD. (3.6) 
Using q(t.+ 1 - z) = (1 - a)yD + a[yD + hDkl], we find that k2 in (3.2) reduces to 
k2 = (2 + #)(1 + hD(2 + a/~))yD. (3.7) 
NOW, in order for y, to be constant from step to step, we must have kl + k2 = 0 in (3.4). If YD 4: 0, 
then using tr = 1 - z/hD it follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that 
hD -- -- 2 + #z (3.8) 
2 + /~ 
For h. to remain constant we need 0.5hDIk2 - kll = 0TOL, which gives 
20TOE (3.9) 
l yo[ = h2(2 +/~)(2 +/~a)" 
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The values (3.8) and (3.9) define an equilibrium state, provided that hD satisfies hD >~ z > 0. This 
condition reduces to z ~< - 2/2, and hence is satisfied for sufficiently small z. 
To analyse the stability of this equilibrium state, we regard the algorithm as a nonlinear map 
Vn+~ = G(vn), where Vn = [yn, hn, yn-1, hn-1] x. The Jacobian has the form 
G'(v) = 
~G1 ~G1 OG1 OG1 - 
~yn ~hn OYn-1 Bhn_ l
dGz ~qG2 ~G2 ~G2 
8yn 8hn Oyn- 1 8hn_ 1 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
where the partial derivatives in the first two rows are generally quite complicated functions. The 
symbolic algebra package Maple was used to evaluate p(G'(v)) at the fixed point, and it was found 
that the value varied with the parameters {2,/t, z} in the test equation. This contrasts with the ODE 
case; the spectral radius in (2.4) remains constant over all test problems of the form (1.5). Hence, the 
stability of the DDE equilibrium state is not simply a characteristic of the algorithm itself, but also 
depends on the particular test equation. It is possible, however, to show that the stability is 
independent of the error tolerance, TOL. A proof is given at the end of this section. 
We illustrate this analysis with some numerical examples. In these tests, and all others 
presented here, we used an adaptive DDE solver written in Matlab. The program was adapted 
from Matlab's built-in ode23.m ODE solver. The equation (1.10) was solved over [0, 300] 
with y(t) = 1 for t E [ - r, 0]. We used a safety factor of 0 = 0.81 and an error tolerance of 
TOL = 10- 3 
Example  3.1. In this example, we take 2 = - 2, # = 0.5 and z = 0.9. The relevant values from (3.8) 
and (3.9) are hD = 1.03 and lYo[ = 5.2.10 -4, giving a spectral radius of 0.95. Fig. 1 plots the 
solution and stepsize values chosen by the code, with an asterisk ( . )  denoting a stepsize that led to 
a rejected step. We see the typical smooth behaviour associated with a stable equilibrium. 
Example  3.2. We now choose 2= -1 ,  /~= -0 .5  and z=0.5 .  This gives hD=l .5  and 
lYol = 3.6.10 -4 with a spectral radius of 1.03. The solution details are given in Fig. 2. In this 
example, the spectral radius is slightly bigger than 1 and we see that small amplifications about the 
equilibrium are slowly magnified until an eventual step rejection occurs. 
We move on now to the general ease, where m > 1 in (3.5). (This analysis also applies in the m = 1 
ease when the algorithm is regarded as implicit.) Imposing hn-= hD and yn = YD, we have 
q(tn --  ~) = q(tn + 1 - -  Z) = YD and 
kl = (2 + fl)YD, k2 = (2 + #)(1 + hD2)yD, 
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Fig. 3. Stepsizes for Example 3.3. 
and the conditions for a period one solution reduce to 
- 2 20TOL 
hD = 2 ' lYDI = hg(2 +/~)2" (3.10) 
Note that - 2/2 is guaranteed to be positive (since we are assuming 2 < - I~1) and hence (3.10) 
defines a valid equilibrium state provided that m > 1, which reduces to z > - 2/2. It follows that 
this m > 1 state exists whenever the m = 1 case derived earlier does not. We also point out that the 
value - 2/2 in (3.10) is precisely the stepsize limit that arises when Improved Euler is used on the 
ODE test equation (1.5). We will discuss this further in Section 6. 
Example 3.3. This example illustrates the case m = 2. We set 2 = - 4,/~ = - 1.5 and let z vary 
over I-0.59, 0.96] in steps of 0.01. In this case (3.10) gives ho = 0.5. For each set of parameters we 
solve the corresponding test equation. Fig. 3 plots a sequence of dots representing the last 50 
stepsizes used by the program. The symbol ' x '  marks the average of the fifty values. Fig. 4 shows 
the value of the spectral radius of the Jacobian at the fixed point as z varies. We see that in the range 
of z where the spectral radius is bigger than 1, the stepsize sequence is not constant, but oscillates 
about the 0.5 level. When the spectral radius is below 1, the last 50 steps are visually indistinguish- 
able from the value 0.5. 
Example 3.4. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the case where 2 = - 4, z - 0.95 and # varies between - 3.6 
and - 1.45. Again, the spectral radius of the Jacobian at the fixed point determines the behaviour. 
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Examples 3.3 and 3.4 emphasise that the stability of the equilibrium state depends upon the 
parameters in the test equation. We conclude this section by showing that the stability does not 
depend upon the error tolerance. Hence, altering the value of TOL would not affect the long term 
behaviour, qualitatively. 
Theorem 3.5. The linearised stability of the equilibrium states defined in (3.8), (3.9) and in (3.10) is 
independent of the error tolerance, TOL. 
Proof. We give a proof for the general case m >t 3. The cases m = 1, 2 can be handled in a similar way. 
We remark that the same style of proof was used in a slightly different context in [9, Theorem 3.2]. 
We first write the general recurrence and then examine the Jacobian at the fixed point. When the 
stepsize is constant we have t. - z ~ [t._,., t,_,.+ 1] and t.+l - ~ e It._,.+ 1, t . - , .+2], and the first 
two stages take the form 
kl = 2y, + #((1 - a,_,,) y,_,, + o._, .y,_, .+ 1) ,
k2 = 2(y. + h.kl) +/t((1 - a.-, ,+l)y.- , .+l + a. - , .+ly . - , .+2) ,  
where 
a._,. = 1 + 
h.- , .+l  + hn-m+2 -k- . . -  + h.-1 - z 
h¢ l  - -  m 
h.-,.+2 + h.-,.+3 + "'" + h. - 
tTn -m+ 1 = 1 -4- 
hn-m+ l 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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The iteration may then be written 
- -  Yn+l  
hn+ 1 
Y, 
h, 
Yn-m+ 1 
hn-m+ l
where 
-Gl  ( [y , ,  h., y , -1 ,  h , -  x .. . .  , y , -m, h . - , , ]  "r) - 
G2 ([y,,, h,,, y,,_ 1,  h,,-1, " ' "  ,Y, -m, h,.-m] T) 
Y, 
h. 
Yn-m+ 1 
hn-m+ 1 
(3.13) 
G~([y, ,  h., y._~, h._~, ... ,y._ , . ,  h,_.,] T) = y, + 0.5h.(kl + k2), (3.14) 
OTOL )1/2 
Gz( [Y" 'h" 'Y" - I 'h" - " ' " 'Y" - "h" - ' ]T )= 0 .5h . (k2 -k l )  h,. (3.15) 
(We assume, for definiteness, that k 2 > kl at the fixed point. If k2 < kl then k 2 - -  kl should be 
replaced by kl - k2 in (3.15), and the result below remains valid.) 
Now, at the fixed point defined in (3.10), we see that hD is independent of TOL and YD depends 
linearly upon TOL. Taking the appropriate partial derivatives in (3.14) and (3.15), using (3.11) and 
(3.12), the dependence upon TOL of the first two rows of the Jacobian matrix at the fixed point may 
be expressed as 
ind. oc TOL ind. ~: TOL . . . . . .  ind. oc TOL-] 
oc TOL -1 ind. oc TOL -1 ind. • . . . . .  o¢ TOL -1 ind. J" (3.16) 
Here, ind. denotes that the element is independent ofTOL, with oc TOL and oc TOL-  1 denoting 
linear and inverse linear dependence, respectively. The remaining rows of the Jacobian consist of 
the rows of the 2m x 2m identity matrix, padded on the right by two zero elements. Letting 
D = diag(1, TOL, 1, TOL .... ,1, TOL), it follows that the similarity transformation G' ~ DG'D-  1, 
which does not alter the eigenvalues, produces a matrix that is independent of TOL. Hence the 
result is proved. [] 
4. Improved Euler method with cubic Hermite interpolation 
We now look at the effect of altering the interpolation formula. Suppose that the ODE solver 
described in the previous ection uses the cubic Hermite interpolant (1.9). This interpolant requires 
first derivative approximations {jr,}, and we suppose that these are computed by evaluating the 
differential equation; so, from (1.7), f, := F(t . ,  y., q(t,  -- z)). 
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Our approach is to look for an equilibrium state on the test equation (1.10) with h, = hD, y, = YD 
and f.  =fD. We let m and tr be defined as in (3.5). Once again, the algorithm is not explicit when 
m = 1, since y.+ ~ and f ,+l  are not available when q(t) needs them. There are several ways of 
redefining the m = 1 algorithm to make it explicit, but since we are mainly concerned with the 
qualitative ffect of changing the interpolant, we will assume that the implicit equations are solved 
when m = 1. 
Under the assumption that h., y, and f,  are constant, the cubic Hermite interpolant in (1.9) gives 
q(t. -- z) = q(tn+ 1 -- z) = [d l (a )  + d2(tr)]yD + ho[el(tr) + e2(tr)]fo = YD + hDp(tr)fD, (4.1) 
where p ( t r )=t r (a -1 ) (2 t r -1 ) .  Since f .=2y .+#q( t . - r ) ,  we have the relation fo = 
)~YD -1- I ~ [YD + hDp(a)fo], which gives 
(2 + #)Yo 
fD = (4.2) 
1 -- hD/tp(tr)" 
The two stages in (3.1) and (3.2) then simplify to 
kl =fD, (4.3) 
k2 = (1 + ho2)fD. (4.4) 
In order for the Improved Euler equation in (3.4) to reproduce a constant solution, we need 
kl + k2 = 0. From (4.3) and (4.4) this reduces to 
(2 + hn2)fD = 0. (4.5) 
For a constant stepsize, we require 0.5h.lk2 - kal = 0TOL, which becomes 
20TOLl 1 - hDl~P(tr) l (4.6) 
lYDI ---- h2(2 +/~)2 
It is clear that ho = - 2/2 solves (4.5), and hence substituting this value into (4.6) and (4.2) we 
obtain an equilibrium state {hD, Yo,fD}. Once more, we observe that - 2/2 is also the stepsize limit 
for stability on the ODE (1.5). The stability of the equilibrium state {hD, YD,fD} can be determined 
by writing the iteration in the form V,+l = G(v,), where v, = [y,,  h . ,y ,_x,  h._ l ,  
f , - i , . . . ,  Y,-,,, h , - , . , f , - , , ]  a', and examining the spectral radius of the Jacobian at the fixed point. 
As in Section 3, it is possible to prove that the equilibrium stability is independent of TOL. 
Theorem 4.1. The linearised stability of the equilibrium state defined above is independent of the 
error tolerance, TOL. 
Proof. The result can be proved in a similar manner to Theorem 3.5. Here we briefly outline 
a proof for the case m ~> 3. 
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The Jacobian of the iteration has the following block structure 
A2x2 B2 x(3m - 6) C2x3  D2x3 
12 x 2 02 x (3m - 6) 02 x 3 02 x 3 
E tx2  F1 x(3m-  6) G lx3  H lx3  
0(am - 6) x 2 I(3m - 6) x (3m - 6) 0(3m - 6) x 3 0(3m - 6) x 3 
03 x 2 03 x (3m - 6) I3 x 3 03 x 3 
(4.7) 
where the subscripts denote the dimensions of the blocks. 
Noting that ho is independent of TOL, while Yo and fo  depend linearly upon TOL, it can be 
shown that when the Jacobian is evaluated at the fixed point, the nontrivial blocks above have the 
following patterns of dependency: 
ind. oc TOL  1 
A2 x 2 - - - -  OC TOL-  1 ind. ' 
I ind. oc TOL  ind. .-. ind. oc TOL  ind. -] 
B2x(3m-6)  = OC TOL -~ ind. ~ TOL  -~ -.. ~ TOL  -~ ind. oc TOL  -~ J '  
ind. oc TOL  ind. 1 
C2×3-~-  OC TOL -~ ind. oz TOL  -1 ' 
I ind. ~: TOL  ind. 1 
O2x3 = oc TOL-  1 ind. ~: TOL-  1 , 
E1 x 2 = I - ind .  < TOL l ,  
F lx (3m_6)  : [ind. oc TOL  ind. -.. ind. ~: TOL  ind.], 
GI × 3 = [ind. ~: TOL  ind.], 
H1×3 = [ind. oc TOL  ind.]. 
It follows that with D = diag(1,TOL, 1, TOL, 1, 1, T____OL, 1, . . . ,  1, TOL,~ 1), the similarity trans- 
formation G' --. DG'D-  ~ produces a matrix that is independent of TOL. [] 
5. Euler method with linear Lagrange interpolation 
Here, we take the algorithm described in Section 3 and alter the ODE formula. We use Euler's 
E IE method (3.3) to advance the solution, keeping the same error estimate, est,+l ----- IlYn+l -Y ,+ ~ II, 
and the same interpolant (1.8). 
Euler's method has stability polynomial S(z) = 1 + z. Hence, on the test ODE (1.5) the stability 
limit is given by hL2 = -- 2, with S( - 2) = - 1. It follows that the corresponding equilibrium 
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state in Section 2 has period two. Hence, we look for an analogous period two solution to the 
recurrence on the DDE (1.10). Specifically, we set h, =- ho and yn+k = ( -- 1)kyD, and we let m and 
o. be defined by (3.5). It then follows that the linear Lagrange interpolant gives q( t , - r )  
= - q(t,+ 1 - z) = ( - 1)myD(1 -- 2O.). Hence we have 
kl = 2yD + It( -- l)myo(1 -- 2O'). (5.1) 
NOW, for our period two solution, we require y, + h, kl = - y, ,  which leads to 
-2  
hD = 2 + ( -- 1)"It(1 -- 2o-)" (5.2) 
The second stage (which is needed only for the error estimate) becomes 
k2 = yD(2(1 + hD2) + ( -- 1)"It(1 -- 2a)(ho2 - 1)), (5.3) 
and the condition for a constant stepsize, 0.5h, lk2 - kll = 0TOL, forces 
20TOL 
lyol = i (hDA)2  --t- ( - -  1 )mhDI t (1  - -  2a)(ho2 - 2)1' (5.4) 
Using the relation mhD = z + O.hD, we may eliminate o. from (5.2) to give 
ho = - 2(1 + ( - 1)"Itz) (5.5) 
2 + ( - 1)"It(1 - 2m)" 
Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) define a period two solution, provided that the condition (m - 1)ho < z <<. mho 
holds. 
We remark that the stepsize hD and solution yo derived in this section are completely different, in 
general, to those that arose in the previous two sections. In particular, the values here depend upon 
the parity of m. Furthermore, the stepsize hD is generally different from the stepsize hE = -- 2/2 that 
arises when Euler's method is applied to the ODE (1.5). Note also that hD is not necessarily smaller 
than hE. 
As described in Section 2 for the ODE case, the stability of the period two solution can be 
determined by writing the iteration as a map v,+l = G(v,),  where v. = [y . ,h . ,y , -~ ,  h , - l ,  
• .., Y.-m, h, - , , ]v and examining the spectral radius of the product of the Jacobian evaluated at the 
two points. 
Example 5.1. Here we take 2 = - 2, It = 1 and z = 0.5. This gives hD = 1 with m = 1 in (5,5), so 
that lYDI = 4.05" 10 -4 in (5.4). The relevant spectral radius is 0.55, so the fixed point is highly stable. 
Fig. 7 plots the stepsizes and solution values produced by the code, and we see that the period two 
solution is quickly located. 
Example 5.2. In this example, we have 2 = - 3, It = 0.8 and z = 1. Here, ho = 2/3 with m = 2 in 
(5.5), and lYDI = 4.05" 10 -4 in (5.4). In this case, the fixed point is very unstable as the relevant 
spectral radius is 1.63. We see from Fig. 8 that the solution and stepsize oscillate about the 
equilibrium values and many steps are rejected. 
As in the previous two sections, the equilibrit~m states can be shown to be tolerance-independent. 
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Theorem 5.3. The linearised stability of the equilibrium states defined above is independent of the 
error tolerance, TOL. 
Proof. Our outline proof follows those in the previous ections. The relevant Jacobian matrix has 
the block form 
A4 x 2 B4 x (2m - 4} C4 x 4 1 
12x2 02 x(2m -4) 02x4 J • 
OI2m - 4t x 2 ll2m - 4) x (2m - 4) O{2m - 4) x 4 
(5.6) 
By examining the dependency pattern of the first four rows, it is possible to find a diagonal 
similarity transformation G' ~ DG'D-  1 that removes the dependence upon TOL. [] 
6. Discussion and extensions 
Our numerical tests suggest that when a stable equilibrium state exists, it invariably attracts the 
numerical solution. Loosely, the error control ensures that the numerical solution approaches the 
true fixed point y = 0, after which the linear attractivity becomes relevant. In the case where the 
equilibrium state is unstable, the numerical solution and stepsize oscillate about their equilibrium 
values. In this case, we have observed that it is possible for nonuniform fixed points with high 
period involving one or more rejected steps per period to arise. 
Overall, we conclude that the equilibrium theory of Hall [5] for ODEs is also applicable to DDE 
algorithms. However, some key differences arise on moving from the ODE (1.5) to the DDE (1.10). 
In particular, for the algorithms tudied here, the stability of the equilibrium state depends on the 
parameters in the test equation and also on the interpolation process. Hence, equilibrium state 
stability is not simply a characteristic that is inherited from the underlying ODE solver. This 
suggests that in order to guarantee smooth behaviour, an alternative mechanism for error control 
and stepsize selection must be used. Ideas from the area of control theory have recently been 
applied to ODE solvers [2, 3]; clearly an extension of this approach to the DDE case would be 
worthwhile. 
The analysis here applies to the linear test equation (1.10). It can be argued, however, that, as for 
the ODE case, the results hould be applicable to more general nonlinear equations, provided that 
linearisation about a steady state is valid. In particular, we performed a series of tests on the 
nonlinear equation 
y (t - r) 
y'(t) = 2y(t) +/ t  1 + (y(t - ~))"' (6.1) 
which has been proposed as a model for blood-related diseases [4]. Here 2 < 0, #, r > 0 and n is an 
even integer. Linearising about the steady state y(t) =- 0 produces the linear model (1.10). Experi- 
ments on (6.1) with n = 10 and with 2 and/~ chosen so that y(t)--.0 as n---, ~ gave results that 
were virtually identical to those on the corresponding linear problem. 
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It is clearly possible to extend the analysis presented here to more general Runge-Kutta based 
DDE algorithms. When high order RK formulae are used, interpolants with an appropriate order 
of accuracy must be chosen. The derivation of such interpolants has recently been an active area of 
research, and several choices are available; see, for example, [13, 15]. Our approach of looking for 
period one or two fixed points, where the stepsize is constant could be applied to such algorithms. 
However, it is not clear whether the existence of an equilibrium state can always be guaranteed. 
Further, high order interpolants must be based on several pieces of data, many located at off-step 
points, and it is not clear what conditions hould be imposed in order to define an equilibrium 
state. There is much scope here for further work. 
It is possible, however, to establish the existence of an equilibrium state for a general class of 
DDE algorithms, and we finish with this result. The theorem below shows that when Lagrange 
interpolation is used, an RK formula for which S(hL2) = + 1 on the ODE stability boundary has 
a period one equilibrium state on (1.10) with hD = hL. This generalises the findings for the 
Improved Euler method in Section 3. Note that the result applies to RK formulae and interpola- 
tion schemes of any order, 
Theorem 6.1. I f  an explicit RK  formula satisfies S(hL~,) = + 1 on the ODE stability boundary, and if 
the interpolant q(t) is chosen to be a Lagrange polynomial that interpolates {y.} values, then the 
corresponding DDE algorithm applied to (1.10) has a period one fixed point with hD = hE and 
y, constant. 
Proof. If such a fixed point exists with, say, y, - YD, then the corresponding Lagrange interpolant 
reduces to a constant function; that is, q( t ) -  YD. The RK formula will then be integrating 
a problem of the form 
y' (t) = (t) + #yD. (6.2) 
It is easily verified that the RK formula applied to (6.2) produces 
y,+ ~ = S(h.2)y, + (S(h,2) - 1~ #YD , -~ • 
Hence with stepsize h. = hL, we get y. + 1 ---- Y,. Now the error estimate, est. + 1, is a linear function 
of YD- Hence we can always choose YD to make eStn + 1 = 0TOL. This ensures that the stepsize and 
solution remain constant from step to step. [] 
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